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Abstract 
Image morphing is a multi-step process that generates a sequence of transitions between two 

images. The thought is to get a ₔgrouping of middle pictures which, when ₔassembled with the first 

pictures would represent the change from one picture to the other.  The process of morphing requires 

time and attention to detail in order to get good results. Morphing image requires at least two processes 

warping and cross dissolve. Warping is the process of geometric transformation of images. The cross 

dissolve is the process interpolation of color of eachₔ pixel from the first image value to theₔ 

corresponding second imageₔ value over the time. Image morphing techniques differ from in the 

approach of image warping procedure. This work presents a survey of different techniques to construct 

morphing images by review the different warping techniques. One of the predominant approaches of 

warping process is mesh warping which suffers from some problems including ghosting. This work 

proposed and implements an improved mesh warping technique to construct morphing images. The 

results show that the proposed approach can overcome the problems of the traditional mesh technique. 
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 الخلاصة
عمى  الحصولوالفكرة ىي  تولد سمسمة من الانتقالات بين صورتين. تمك التي ىي عممية متعددة الخطوات  تحويل الصورة        

سمسمة من الصور الوسطية التي عند وضعيا  جنبا إلى جنب مع الصور الأصمية من شأنو أن يمثل التغيير من صورة واحدة إلى 
لصورة يتطمب عمميتين عمى الأقل تحول ا عممية التحول  تتطمب وقت واىتمام بالتفاصيل من أجل الحصول عمى نتائج جيدة.  أخرى.

تداخل لون كل بكسل عمى مر  عممية التداخل تمثل  في حين  التشويو ىو عممية التحول اليندسي لمصور،. والتداخلىما التشويو 
اجراء تشويو تحول الصوره تختمف في الاسموب  عن   الوقت من  قيمة الصورة الاولى الى ما يقابميا من قيمة الصورة الثانية. تقنيات

واحد من الاساليب  ىذا العمل يقدم دراسة  لتقنيات مختمفة لبناء تحول الصور عن طريق استعراض تقنيات تشويو مختمفة. الصورة.
ىذا العمل المقترح ينفذ لتحسين تقنية  السائده لعممية التشويو ىو التشويو الشبكي الذي يعاني من بعض المشاكل بما في ذلك الظلال.

 و الشبكية لبناء الصور المتحولة. وتبين النتائج أن الأسموب المقترح يمكنو التغمب عمى مشاكل تقنية الشبكة التقميدية.التشوي
 التشويو , التداخل, التشويو الشبكي, التحويل  الكممات المفتاحية:

1. Introduction 
Morphing is gotten from the term ₔMetamorphosis which implies change in 

object ₔform  (Bhatt et al., 2011 ). Image morphing used in a lot of applications in 

many  fields including computer  vision,  animation, art and  medical image  

processing (Karungaru  et al., 2007 ).Image morphing requires two processes image 

ₔwarping and cross dissolve. Morphing sequences created by just utilizing ₔcross-

dissolving (e.g. linear interpolation to  fade from one  image to another) of the  source 

and goal ₔ image are  visually poor. The cause of the poor results is  the features of the 

source and destination will not be aligned. When we ₔsimply  cross dissolve, the 

ghosting  effect will be  apparent in  misaligned regions. In order to overcome this 

problem, warping is used to align the two images before cross dissolving. Warping 

determines are the ways in which the pixels in one image should be mapped to the  

pixels in the other image. For  warping to work, the  mapping of a few  important 

pixels needs to  be specified. These pixels are called the control points. The  motion of 

the other pixels is obtained by  extrapolating the  information specified in the control 

pixels. Since cross dissolving is very simple, warping becomes the major problem of 
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morphing  techniques. Morphing is simply a cross-dissolve applied to  warped image. 

The different  warping techniques  differ in the way the  mapping for the control 

pixels are to be specified and the interpolating technique used for the other pixels. 

These groups of control  pixels usually specify prominent features in the images 

(Oswal et al., 2013). 

 Many techniques are suggested to construct morphing images. All these 

techniques depend on the appropriate control points that are used to align the source 

and destination images to gain the expected results. These control points are 

considered as parameters that need to be adjusted. The adjustment of these parameters 

is not an easy or direct task. It requires trail and error, manual adjustment of the 

human to determine some control points. The next sections will explain some of these 

techniques. 

One of the predominant approaches of warping process is mesh warping which 

suffers from problems such as ghosting and misalignment of the control points of the 

source image and the destination image to the landmarks of the images. This work 

proposed and implements an improved mesh warping technique to construct 

morphing images. The proposed approach uses API functions to move the specified 

control point to match the alignment between the control points of source and 

destination images to the required landmarks. The results show that the proposed 

approach can overcome the problems of the traditional mesh technique and reduces 

the ghosting effect to the minimum. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the general 

stages of morphing image construction, section 3 presents the different techniques of  

image warping, section 4  presents the proposed morphing technique and results, 

finally, the conclusion are presented in section 5.   

2. Image Morphing 
One of the most powerful Digital ₔImages processing ₔtechnique, is the  image 

morphing which is used to  improve many  multimedia projects, presentations, 

education and computer based training. In medical imaging,  image morphing, which 

is used  to recover  features not  visible in images by  establishing  a correspondence 

of features ,among successive pair of ₔscanned images. Image morphing consists of 

two major stages, image  ₔwarping (changing ₔthe position of key features in the 

images) merged  with  ₔcross-dissolving as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-1 (Morphing Image) 
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2.1 Cross Dissolving Process 

Before morphing ₔdevelopment, transitions between ₔtwo images were 

generally done by cross dissolving (e.g. a linear color morphing interpolation to ₔfade 

from one image to another). A cross dissolves is usually applied to the whole ₔimage 

and in effect the ₔtexture of the source ₔimage is transformed to the texture of the goalₔ 

image by blending the color of the pixels. The cause of poor results is the ₔdouble 

exposure  ₔeffect that is apparent in  ₔregions where the  ₔfeatures of the source image do 

not  ₔalign with those in the goal image as seen in Figure 2 (P. K. Oswal,et.al,2013) .  

 

 
 

Figure-2 (Example of Cross Dissolve Process) 

 

2.2 Warping Process 

Geometric ₔtransformation of digital images is part of image warping. A warp 

can range from a simple trans ₔlation, rotₔation or scₔale. In image processing, war ₔping is 

usually done to remove the dis ₔtortions from an image (correcting geo ₔmetric 

distoₔrtions), while in computer graphics it is used to intr ₔoduce distₔortions. In image 

mₔorphing, warₔₔping is used to aₔₔlign the key features (e.g. eyes, mouth, and nose) of 

the two images being morphed.  A warp defines a geomₔetric relation ₔship between 

each point in the source image and each point in the goal image. In other words, a two 

dimension warₔₔping is a transₔforₔmation that dist ₔorts a two dimensions source space 

into a two dimension destination space - it converts a source point [u,v] to a 

desₔtination point [x, y], as illuₔstrated in Figure 3 (Karungaru et al., 2007 ) . 

 

 
 

Figure-3(Image Warping Process ) 
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The general warping function can be written as 

………(1) 

or it can be expressed as 

 ………(2) 

 

that relating the input coordinate system to that of the output. Here [u, v] refers to the 

input coordinate corresponding to the output coordinate [x, y] and X, Y, U and V are 

warping functions that specify the spatial transformation. The functions X and Y 

convert the input into the output and therefore (1) is referred to as forward warping. 

The functions U and V convertₔ the output to the input and (2) is known as reverse 

warping. 

 

3. Image Morphing Techniques 
Morphₔing invₔolves the image prₔocessing techₔniques of wₔarping and cross 

dissolvₔing. Warping is the major stage of morphing techniques because the quality of 

morphed images is baseₔd on the accuracy of aligning the contr ₔol poiₔnts between 

source and goal imₔages. Warₔping techₔniques differ in the way the control points is to 

be specified and the interₔ╥polating technique used for the other pₔixels. 

3.1 Mesh Warping 

The mesh is one of the most traditional technique of warping technique. In 

this technique as shown in Figure 4, the source image Is is associated with mesh Ms. It 

specifies the coorₔdinates of contrₔol points, or landmarks. A secₔond mesh Md specifies 

their correspₔonding positions in the destination image Id. The landmar ₔks such as the 

eyes, mouth, and lips must li ₔe below the corresponding grₔid linₔes intersection in both 

meshes. Both of the Ms and Md are used to define the spat ₔial transₔformation that 

converts all points in Is onto Id. The meshₔes are consₔtrained to be to ₔpologically 

equivₔalent, i.e., no folₔding or discₔontinuities are peₔrmitted. Therefore, the n ₔodes in Md 

may wanₔder as fa ₔr from Ms as neceₔssary, as lon ₔg as they do not caus ₔe self-

intₔersection. The major problem with mesh warping technique is the difficulty to fit 

the mesh in images that the landmark of the source and destination images may not lie 

under the intersection of the lines of the grid. The second problem with this technique 

is that the control points which are represented by the intersection of the grid lines 

may not enough in certain areas when needed. 

 

Figure-4 (Mesh technique) 
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Figure 5 shows the result of applying the Mesh Based Image Warping technique to 

construct the morphed images.  

 

Figure-5 (Example of Applying Mesh Warping Technique) 

The cause of poor results  is the features of the source image do not align with those 

in the destination image.  

3.2 Triangulation-Based Warping Technique 

This technique cₔonsists of first diss ₔecting the dₔefinition space into a reasonable 

groups of triangles with the given data points at the corners of the triangles. After that, 

each of the triangles is interp ₔolated autonomously. A few criteria for an ideal 

triangulation are known. To avoid thin triangles, delaₔunay triangₔulation maximizes 

the minimₔum ₔ inner angₔle of all triangles. It can be processed with a div ₔide-and-

conquer algoritₔhm of compleₔxity O (n log n) where n is the number of data points. A 

common problem to all images warping techniques based on   triangulation methods 

is that fold over can easily occur. Fold over  is described by  the occurrence of 

overlapping deformations, that is, several nonadj ₔaₔcent pixels in the input image are 

mₔapped to the same pixeₔl in the output image. With triangₔulation-based methods, this 

happens if the orientation of the corner points chang ₔes for any of the triangles, that is, 

the triangle is flipₔped over by the defₔormation. Figure 6 shows the result of applying 

Triangulation Morphing with 6 feature points to construct the morphed images (M. B. 

G. Bhatt,2011). 

 

 

 
                            Source image                         Destination image 

 

 

Figure-6 (Example of Applying Triangulation_Based Morphing) 
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3.3 Feature Based Image Warping   

           This technique gives the animator a high level of control over the warping 

process. The illustrator intuitively chooses to relate highlight lines in the source and 

goal pictures to be transformed. As shown in Figure-7, lines used by the algorithm to 

relate features in the source image to features in the des ₔtination image. It depends on 

fields of influₔence surrounₔding the feature lines selected.  For warping the image ,it 

utilizes turn around mapping (i.e. it goes through the destination image pixel by pixel, 

and samples the correct pixel from the source image). Twₔo lines are defining for a 

mapping from one image to the other (one definₔed relative to the sₔource image, the 

other defined relative to the desti ₔnation image) and many calculated geₔometric 

parameters ((M. B. G. Bhatt,2011). 

.                                                                                                     

 
 

Figure-7 ( lines features in the source image and the destination image) 

 

Figure 8 shows the result of applying the Feature Based Image Warping technique to 

construct the morphed images.  

 

Figure-8 (Example of Applying Feature_Based Morphing) 
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3.4 Thin Plate Spline (TPS) Based Image Morphing  

It is a conventional technique for surface interpolation over scattered 

information. It is an interpolation method that finds a insigniₔficantly twi ₔsted smooth 

surface that goes throₔugh every singₔle given point. The name "Thin Plate” originates 

from the way that a TPS pretty much reproduces how a thin metal plate would carry 

on the off chance that it was constrained through a similar control points. Figure 9 

demonstrates a straightforward case of facilitating change utilizing TPS 

 (Oswal et al., 2013; Feciorescu, 2010).  

 

Figure-9 ( TPS Based Warping Technique ) 

Figure10 shows an example of applying the TPS Based Image Warping technique to 

construct the morphed images ((P. K. Oswal,et.al,2013 ). 

 

Figure-10 (Example of Applying TPS_Based Morphing) 

 

3.5 Snakes Warping Technique  

             In this method snₔakes (Active Contour Models), a popular technique in 

computer vision, are used to specify features in the source and destination images The 

utilization of snakes depends an extraordinary arrangement of the elements in a 

picture being all around characterized by their edges. To determine an element, a 

snake is introduced by positioning a polyline (connected control points) close to a 

feature. A seqₔₔuence of poₔints is then uniformly sam ₔpled on the polyline. Figure 11 

illustrates an example where (a) is the image with the rough manually specified 

connected control points and (b) is the same image after the snake has been applied to 

the linked control points (Delport,2007 ) . 
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Figure-11 ( Example of Snake Warping Technique) 

Figure 12 shows an example of applying Snake Based Image Warping technique to 

construct the morphed images (G. Wolberg,1996). 

 

 

Figure-12 (Example of Applying snake_Based Morphing) 

4. The proposed improvement of Mesh_based morphing image 

This paper proposes an improvement to mesh approach. As it was mentioned 

previously, mesh warping technique may suffers from the problems of miss alignment 

of the control points to the landmarks and there may be no enough control points to 

specific areas.   

The proposed method  is based on the mesh technique, the source image Is is 

related with mesₔh Ms. It indicates  the coₔordinates of control points. A second mesh 

Md indicates their corresponding positions in the destination image Id. the number of 

the control points to generate mesh is specified by the animator. The mesh of size 
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N*M means N control points in the row and M control points in the column as shown 

in the Figure 13. 

In the traditional mesh warping technique, the lanₔdmarks such as the eyes, nose, 

and lips may or may not lₔie belₔow the corresponding gₔrid lines intersection in both 

mₔeshes. This work overcomes this problem by allowing the animator to move the 

control points lie exactly on the specified landmark as shown in Figure 14.  

 

 
(a)                                   (b) 

Figure-13 (a-Is is associated with mesh Ms, b- Id is associated with mesh Md ) 

 

 
 

Figure-14 (Manually Moved Control points of the source and Destination 

Images) 

Thₔen, it is possible to apply the cross dissolve stage between the control points of 

the sourₔce and desₔtination image and interpolate other pixels to produce the morphed 

image. The number of the intermediate morphed images is specified by the animator. 

The following algorithm shows the steps of morphed Image construction using the 

proposed improvement of mesh warping technique. 

Improved Mesh Morphing Algorithm 

Input:    Source image Is, Destination image Id,  

  The size of the mesh N*M  

  The Number F of the Intermediate Morphed Images 

Output: Morphed image 

 

Step 0 : Divide each image into mesh with N*M control points. 

Step 1 : Manually, move the control points to be laid on the required landmarks.   

Step 3 : For each fra ₔme F do 

Lineaₔrly interpol ₔate mesh beₔtween Ms and Md 

Lineₔarly interₔpolate imaₔge If, between If-1 and Id 

Step4 :End. 

Figure 15 shows the result of applying the proposed morphing technique. 
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Figure-15 Example of applying the Improved Mesh Morphing Algorithm 

 

5. Conclusions 
This work proposes and implements an improved mesh warping technique to 

construct morphing images. The results show that the proposed approach can 

overcome the problems of the traditional mesh technique of misalignment of the 

control point and the landmarks of the source and destination images. This problem 

leads to the effect of ghosting, which is consider the most important criteria to 

discriminate among the different morphing image construction approaches. All the 

morphing image approaches try to reduce the effect of ghosting. The results of 

applying this proposed technique show there is no ghosting in the intermediate 

morphed images.    
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